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I. INTRODUCTION

Condensed explosives are commonly used for commercial applications

as well as by the Department of Defense. In the condensed form, solid or

liquid, these explosives are made to detonate through use of a suitable

initiator. For many of these explosives, the detonation velocities and

pressures have been calculated and measurements have been made which

are in reasonable agreement with the theory. An interesting ramification

of this for solid explosives is that wherein the explosive is in the form of

a dust and is dispersed in a gaseous oxidizer, such as air. These dusts

are monopropellants (containing C, H and 0) and, hence, the question

arises as to whether the individual particles will detonate when subjected

to a strong shock wave with subsequent reaction of the combustion products

with the atmosphere. The other possibility is that the particles do not

detonate individually but rather, just burn with the surrounding gas. How-

ever, it is possible that the overall process could still propagate as a

supersonic combustion wave; that is, a "dust detonation.

The overall aim of this research investigation was, then, to determine

the detonation characteristics of high explosive dusts dispersed in a gaseous

oxidizing medium. The thrust of the program was to determine whether

the dust cloud could detonate, the pressures and velocities developed, the

reaction mechanism, the limits of detonation, the influence of particle size

and concentration, initiation energy required, etc. In order to generate

this knowledge with a high degree of confidence, it was deemed essential

to conduct a well controlled experimental investigation along with a closely

related analytical treatment. Towards this end, a special research facility

was developed which allowed one dimensional waves to propagate through a

dust cloud. Plastic coated RDX (Trinitro-Triazacyclohexane) dust was

tested in air, oxygen enriched air, and in nitrogen. Some experiments

utilized AP (ammonium perchlorate) dust or the inert dust, AlO 3 , mixed

in with the RDX. Other experiments investigated the shock wave ignition
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of decane droplets with entrained RDX particles. On the analytical side,

attention was given to the steady detonation and structure of such dust

detonations, blast wave initiation, and the ignition of dust particles behind

the lead shock.

The experimental aspects of the program will now be described in

some detail, followed by a discussion of the analytical studies.

2
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U. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

The experimental determination of the detonation characteristics of p

heterogeneous detonation is, of course, much more difficult than with

gaseous mixtures. The observation distance of the propagating wave must

be relatively long and a uniform dispersion of the dust in the gas is required

in order to get steady state conditions. Recognizing that dust detonations

are, in general, harder to initiate, it was decided to use blast wave initiation.

Accordingly, a special horizontal shock tube was designed and built wherein

the dust was entrained and transported along the tube by the oxidizing gas.

At the appropriate time, a strong, blast wave was transmitted into this

flowing mixture. Measurements were then made to determine the detonation

characteristics. In other tests, this facility was used to study the shock

wave ignition of a liquid fuel droplet with entrained combustible dust. The

main parts of the facility are described in the following sections.

A. EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY

1. Shock Tube

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of the horizontal shock tube which

indicates the major dimensions and various components. The driver

section, which is separated from the transition section by a diaphragm,

consists of a 5-ft. length of 2-7/8 in. I. D. schedule 80 seamless stainless

steel pipe. It can be charged with a high pressure hydrogen-oxygen-helium

(2H Z +0 2 + He) gas mixture which can be detonated and thus transmit a

strong blast wave into the flowing dust gaseous mixture. For other

. experiments, the driver section can be charged with high pressure helium

* (up to 3000 psi) for conventional shock tube operation.

The 5-ft. long driver is more than is necessary in terms of testing time

• and initiation energy for both modes of operation. Therefore, three-fourths

*' of the driver length is plugged with volume spacers to reduce the available

3
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driver and driver gas to a quarter of the full volume, as shown in Fig. 2.

The three spacers are made of cast aluminum, 1. 25-ft. in length.

During the discharge of the driver when filled with 3000 psi helium, a

differential force of 14, 000 lb. acts on the spacers and could tend to

fire the spacers into the shock tube. Therefore, a heavy scheduled steel

pipe of 1. 315 in. 0. D. and 0. 56 in. I. D. is used to hold the spacers

securely. The pipe is threaded into the end flange of the driver at one end

and with a jam nut at the other end in order to restrain the spacers from

being dislodged. The driver is supported on a roller so that it can be

moved back from the transition section to facilitate the installation and

removal of the diaphragm between the flanges.

The transition section adapts the circular driver to the rectangular

driven section; there is a 47%/ reduction in area. A dust feeder is mounted

on top of it to introduce dust into the shock tube, as shown in Fig. 3. Two

side jets with 0. 0064 in. nozzles are also mounted on each side of the

transition section to inject gaseous oxidizer and carry the entering dust into

the driven section.

The driven section (test section) of the shock tube is a 20-ft. long

* * rectangular seamless stainless steel tube with internal dimensions of

1. 5 in. x 2. 5 in. and a wall thickness of 3/8 in. One end of this section

is flanged to the transition section and the other end open to the atmosphere.

Holes are drilled and threaded along the tube to adapt various sensing

devices. The window is located 16-ft. from the transition section.

- .Schlieren quality windows, 6 in. long, 1 in. wide and 15/16 in. thick, are

held in two rectangular flanges which fit into the slots cut in both sides

of the shock tube.

2. Dust Feeder

The dust is introduced into the tube with the dust feeder, which

*consists of a brass feeding block, a feeding cartridge with plunger, a driver

* triggering switch, and a constant speed pulling motor. The brass feeding

block, shown in Fig. 4, has the dust feeding cartridge on one side. At the
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top seven gas jets are introduced which carry the dust into the transition

section. A pipe fitting at the bottom of the feeding block attaches the

feeder to the transition section and allows the dust to be introduced.

During operation, the motor pulls the plunger in the feeding cartridge

by use of a wire, thereby forcing the dust into the brass block. The

dust is forced into the transition section and de-agglomerated by the

seven air jets. When the plunger reaches the end of the feeding cartridge

and all of the dust has been fed into the transition section, the disc,

mounted on the plunger, actuates the glow plug trigger switch to detonate

the driver.

The open side of the brass feeding block is tape-sealed with a mylar

diaphragm. Upon firing of the driver, the pressure is increased in the

dust feeder which is then released by rupture of the mylar diaphragm.

Therefore, the damage done to the dust feeder is minimized. The dust

feeding cartridge, which is made with an acrylic tube and able to last

for several runs before it is shattered and burned, is replaced frequently.

The constant speed pulling motor has a multi-staged pulley on its shaft

so that it can pull the plunger at various dust feeding rates which, coupled

with various gaseous oxidizer flow rates, gives the desired dust concen-

tration in the shock tube. The seven gas jets in the top of the brass

feeding block have a nozzle of 2. 89 x 10 6ft. 2 each and contribute a small

portion of the gaseous oxidizer flow. The major part of the gas flow,

which transports the dust down the tube, comes from the two side jets

mounted on each side of the transition section.

3. Instrumentation

The important events, such as wave speed, pressure, light

emission, droplet shattering, and ignition in the various experiments are

detected by the use of instrumentation which includes pressure switches,

pressure transducers, a photodiode, and streak photography.

The pressure switch, which is a mechanical on/ off electric switch

activated by the pressure jump across the shock wave, is used to detect

. ]
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the shock wave arrival time and hence, the speed. The pressure switch

consists of a thin stainless steel diaphragm and a brass rod connected to

electronic circuitry. Upon exposure to the sudden high pressure, the

diaphragm deflects and makes an electrical contact with the brass rod

with a response time of l-Z microseconds. Several microsecond time

counters are employed in conjunction with the pressure switches to count

the shock wave travel times.

The shock wave pressures are sensed by a number of Kistler 603A

quartz pressure transducers, which have a response time of one micro-

second and pressure range of 3000 psi. The output charge of the pressure

transducers is linearly proportional to the pressure and is amplified by

a charge amplifier. A Tektronix 555 oscilloscope records the amplified

outputs in terms of time history traces. The same oscilloscope also

records the output of a Texas Instruments TL400 Photocell. The photocell

has a response time of one microsecond and is located at the same position

as the No. 3 pressure transducer shown in Fig. 1. The use of the photocell
allows the measurement of the delay time between the shock and flame

front.

Streak Schlieren photographs of dust detonations and droplet-shock-

wave interactions are taken with a high speed drum camera and an optical

setup as shown in Fig. 5. The light spark from a Xenon lamp located at

the focus point of an 8-in. diameter concave mirror is reflected and

collimated through a slit mounted on the camera side of the window. The

transmitted light is then reflected from the second concave mirror and

focuses on a vertical knife edge, whereas the image of the object inside

the window focuses on the film in the drum camera through a lens. The

Xenon light is triggered by the pressure switch located upstream of the

window section. A time delay device is used in conjunction with the

pressure switch and the light source power supply. When the pressure

switch is swept by the shock wave, a signal is sent to the delay unit

which delays the triggering of the light until the shock reaches the window

section.

10
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4. Experimental Procedure

Since there are two kinds of experiments, RDX dust detonation

and RDX decane droplet ignition, conducted in the same facility, the

experimental procedures differed.

In the dust detonation runs, the explosive dust used is plastic coated

RDX-E and RDX-A, where the former has an average particle size of

10 micrometers and the latter of 150 micrometers. The formula for RDX

is C3H606N6  Electronic micrographs of the two sizes are shown in

Fig. 6. The RDX-E dust is mixed with a small amount (2%) of amorphous

fumed silica dust, known as Cab-O-Sil (C.0.S), to improve the dispersion

characteristics of the dust along the tube.

The mylar diaphragm is inserted between the flanges that separate

the driver and transition sections. The driver is evacuated first with a

vacuum pump, then charged with ZH2 +0 + He gaseous mixture. The

gaseous oxidizer is injected through the two side jets in the transition

section and the seven dust carrier jets on the top of the brass dust feeding

block. The volume flow rate of the gas must be high enough to keep the

dust suspended and is regulated by the jet nozzle areas and the upstream

pressure of the nozzles. The dust feeding cartridge is loaded with RDX

dust and the motor's pulley diameter is selected for the desired dust

feeding rate.

The dust concentration in the shock tube is then the ratio of dust

feeding and total gas flow rates, wherein the volume occupied by the dust

particles is neglected. The amount of dust loaded in the feeding cartridge

has to be such that the dust feeding time is long enough to allow the dust

cloud to be distributed to the full length of the driven section before the

driver is fired. The drum camera, loaded with a strip of Kodak Tri-X

pan film, is turned on and the light source power supply is energized

to be triggered by the No. 5 pressure switch. The pressure switches

are reset for every run and the pressure transducer charge amplifiers

regrounded to eliminate the static charge buildup. The trace trigger

level of the oscilloscope is set to be triggered by the No. I pressure

12
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transducer. At this stage, the firing switch is turned on which starts

the pulling motor to feed in the dust for several seconds. When the

plunger reaches the end, the glow plug trigger switch is triggered by

the disc mounted on the plunger and the driver is detonated.

In the single droplet ignition runs, the transition section is included

as part of the driver and the dust feeder side jets are blocked. The

available driver length is then nearly doubled so that the testing time at

a window section is approximately 1 millisecond. Two sizes of droplets

are tested, 2000 micrometers and 3000 micrometers. The droplet is suspended

on the looped end of a thin cooper wire and is inserted into the shock tube

through a hole on top of the window section. The droplet is suspended

at the height of the slit for streak photography. The incident shock wave

is produced by helium gas in the driver section. Steel shim stock,

0. 008-0. 02 in. thick and scored by a glass cutter, is used as the diaphragm

material. A combination of the diaphragms in various thicknesses for

a desired shock wave strength is put between the flanges that separate the

transition and driven sections. Pure oxygen is used as the oxidizer and

is injected into the shock tube from a hole in the front portion of the driven .

section. The driver is slowly charged with high pressure helium until the . .. "

diaphragm is ruptured. A streak photograph is taken to provide the

detailed information of shock wave-droplet interaction.

B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

1. Preliminary Dust Detonation Experiments

Before making a systematic study of RDX dust detonations, a

preliminary investigation of the combustion characteristics of RDX as

compared to wheat and coal dusts was conducted. The ignition delay times

of these dust clouds, an important aspect of detonability, were obtained in

a horizontal shock tube in air and an Arrhenius plot was used to fit the

14
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7

data and thus give an effective activation energy. The ignition delays

shown in Fig. 7 where T 2 is the temperature behind the shock, reveal

that RDX is somewhat more reactive than Pittsburg coal but much less

reactive than wheat. The calculated activation energy of RDX dust is

62.7 KJ/mole.

Some dust detonation runs were then made with wheat and RDX

in oxygen enriched air (02/ air, 20/ 80). Figure 8 shows the comparison

of these two dust runs with a pure blast wave, wherein the initiation energy

conditions in the driver were the same in each case. The time-distance

trajectories indicate that chemical reaction of the dust is helping to drive S
the wave. Obviously, the blast wave is decaying (slowing down) with

distance, as it should. The same is true of the wheat/ air case so it is

not detonating. The RDX/ air run seemingly attains a constant velocity

and, hence, is close to detonation. However, pressure records indicate S

that it is probably not detonating.

In order to get guidance on the initiation energies to be used in the

drive3; calculations were made as to the critical radius, R*. This radius

represents that distance where the energy released by combustion to that

point is equal to the energy of the initiating source. If this value is too

high, then a steady state detonation would never be observed within the

tube length available. On the other hand, if it is too low detonation would

not even be established. The expression for this critical radius is

R*= (E/ K Q)/V
V 0

The factors v and K are geometric variables and are 1, 2, 3 and 1, 2, and

4 respectively for plane, cylindrical and spherical waves. In the present

one-dimensional case, v = K = 1, E is the energy released by the

initiator per unit cross sectional area of the shock tube, p is the density .

of the unburned fuel-oxidizer mixture, and Q is the heat released per

unit mass of combustible mixture. In order to determine Q, a theoretical

calculation of oxidizer/ fuel mass ratio versus equivalence ratio, 4), based

on the definition of 40 in the NASA Equilibrium Chemistry computer program

[11 , was made. Q was then calculated. The results are shown in Fig. 9.

The critical radius R* versus (b and driver pressure is listed in Table I.
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Figure 7. Ignition Time Delay of RDX, Coal and Wheat.
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Table I. Critical Radius for Various Operating Conditions.

Oxidizer =Air Driver pressure (psig) Critical Radius (in)

Po 2172. 2 903.

Q 924. 9 130 4.2

60 1.8s
902.

Po 2353. 3 9.
0105 2.8

Q =1029. 5133.

60 1. 3
4,=1.0 6

p =71.390 1.9
P 71.3105 2.2

Q 1196. 9 130 2. 6

4, =Equivalence ratio

PO Density of RDX-Oxidizer Mixture
3

(gm/rn

Q==Heat of Combustion of RDX-Oxidizer

mixture (Call gin)
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At a driver pressure of 105 psig, which had been used for most of the

experiments, R* should be realized within half the length of the driven

section. However, it does not follow that detonation will necessarily be

established.

Along with the experimental runs, theoretical calculations, such as

equivalence ratio, detonation velocity and pressure, were frequently

acquired from the NASA Gordon-McBride computer program [ 1 ] for the

purpose of precalculation and comparison.

The experimental results obtained are, for convenience, divided into

the following categories:

Detonation of RDX in a Gaseous Oxidizer

Detonation of RDX/ AP in Air

Detonation of Aged RDX

Ignition of Liquid/ Dust Drops.

These results will now be presented.

2. Detonation of RDX in a Gaseous Oxidizer

RDX-A (large particles, 150 pm) were tested in v-arious gases.

Figure 10 shows Mach No. distance curves in cases where detonation was

not achieved. The waves are decaying as they proceed along the shock tube.

The only time detonation was experienced was in oxygen enriched air (88%

3air, 12% oxygen) and with a dust concentration of 1300 gm/in . The

equivalence ratio, according to Fig. 9, was 0. 86. Time-distance trajec-

tories for stabilized wave patterns that had fairly constant wave speeds

are shown in Fig. 11. The Mach number and pressure ratio near the end

of the shock tube was approximately 5. 1 and 32, respectively (Fig. 12).

In comparison with the theoretical values, the experimental velocity and

pressure results are 13% and 17% lower respectively, as shown in Fig. 13.

The oscilloscope traces of a detonating and a non-detonating run are also

compared in Fig. 14. In the detonating run the pressure rises are higher,

and remain high while the ignition delay is shorter. Since RDX is a

monopropellant, combustion does occur in N., but, as can be seen,

S. ,S..
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L)200 EXPERIMENTAL:
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L- 1800. -
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"J1700.
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EQUIVALENCE RATIO
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7* -+-AIR/OXY 80/20

90/10

EXPERIMENTAL:
0 AIR/OXY 88/12

55.
Ln
D 45

SU- 3S.
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0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2

EQUIVALENCE RATIO
Figure 13. Computed and Measured Detonation Velocities and

Pressures for RDX, 1300 gm/n 3 .



Pressure
Transducer 1

2

3 !(a)
30

Photocell

Pressure
Transducer 1-

2

3
Photocell

Figure 14. Light Emission arnd Pressure Records
Pressure Transducers 1, 2, and 3, respectively,
0.5 msec/div. Pressure Transducer 3 and the
Photocell at the same location, 0.1 msec/div.

a) Detonation, Run 0259, RDXA 1300 gm/rn3, 88% Air,
12% 02, Driver Pressure 119.3 psia, 1/4 Driver.--

b) Non-detonation, Run #272, RDXA 1300 gm/rn 3, 100% N2,
Driver Pressure 119.3 psia, 1/4 Driver.
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ignition occurs much later. Some streak photographs were taken for

some of these same conditions and are shown in Fig. 15.

Reference to the detonation run in Fig. 1 5a shows that ignition occurs

rapidly behind the shock wave (due to the high Mach number and temperature).

From Fig. 15b it is noted that the flame in N is weak and ignition occurs
2

1. 8 msec after the incident shock wave. This is in agreement with the

photocell output in Fig. 14b.

The photocell output in Fig. 16 shows the rise and fall of the flame

light emission that indicates the combustion zone thickness. The same

result was also derived from the streak photograph film strip, which shows

that the flame lasts for approximately 3. 5 msec.

RDX-E (smaller particles, 10 ptm) were also tested under the same

condition as RDX-A. However, in no case was detonation experienced.

The waves were always decaying along the shock tube, as shown in Fig. 17.

The oscilloscope output is shown in Fig. 18. Notice that the ignition delay

(1.2 ms) is longer and the combustion zone is shorter (2 ms) than with RDX-A.

This is an important point and is believed to be due to the inertia of the larger

particle RDX-A, which has a mass of 15 3 times that of RDX-E. The

larger particles lag the gas velocity for a much longer period of time

behind the shock wave so that the particle experiences a higher stagnation

temperature and the rate of heat transfer to the surface is higher. Thus,

ignition occurs earlier. It is the induction zone, that lies between the

lead shock wave and the ignition point, that has a substantial influence on

the detonability of dusts.

3. Detonation of RDX/AP in Air

In the foregoing it was found necessary to use excess oxygen in order

to achieve detonation. This fact suggested the possibility of furnishing the

extra oxygen through the addition of an oxidizing dust. Accordingly, further

detonation tests were made with the addition of AP, ammonium perchlorate

(NH C1O ), to the RDX dust. The results to be presented are expressed
4 4

in terms of equivalence ratio and the make-up of the oxidizer, expressed

as mass of air to mass of AP. Calculations relative to this are graphed

26
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Pressure transducer No.1

Pressure transducer No. 2

Pressure transducer No. 3

Pressure transducer No. 3
Photocell

Figure 16. Light Emission and Pressure Records 0. 5 msec/ div.
g/ 3 ,

for All Traces RDX-A 1300 gm/r 88% Air, 12% 0,

Driver Pressure 119.3 psia.
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Pressure Transducer No. 1

Pressure Transducer No. 2
Pressure Transducer No. 3

Thermocouple
Photocell

Figure 18. Light Emission and Pressure Records 0. 5 msec/div.

for All Traces RDX-E 1300 gm/rn , 88%1 Air, 12%7 0O29
Driver Pressure 119.3 psia.7
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in Fig. 19. Figure 19a shows the variation of fuel/ oxidizer ratio with

equivalence ratio with concentration of RDX. The ratio of air to AP is a

parameter in both cases. The equivalence ratio is that given by the

computer program of Gordon-McBride [1 . From Fig. 19 it is seen
3

that at higher dust densities (above 500 gm/ m ), AP plays the role of

oxidizer, therefore, the larger the fraction of AP, the lower the equivalence

ratio. However, at lower RDX densities APbehaves more as a fuel than

as an oxidizer; therefore, the larger the fraction of AP, the higher the

equivalence ratio. The computer output for the products of reaction showed

that at low dust densities, a mild increase of AP would result in a sigaificant

increase of products such as CGb, H 0 and NO.
2

RDX-A/ AP mixtures were tested at a driver pressure of 105 psig and

detonation was achieved for cj = 0. 88 and 0. 84. Some Mach number and

pressure ratio results are shown in Figs. 20a and 20b. Near the end of the

shock tube, where it appears to be a steady detonation, the Mach numbers

and pressure ratios are approximately 4. 9 and 32 for 4 = . 84 and 5. 0 and 34

for 4 = 0. 88 respectively. The Mach number plots indicate that initially

the wave is overdriven and then decays to a stable detonation wave upon

propagating further downstream. The data for the ) =.84 runs show a

slight minimum in Mach number followed by acceleration of the wave.

This characteristic is well known for blast wave initiated detonations. A

comparison of experimental and theoretical results is shown in Fig. 21.

The experimental values are approximately 1 3%/ and 1 5%7 lower than

theoretical for detonation velocity and pressure respectively. In general,

it was found that the addition of AP to air did encourage detonation but, on

the other hand, the oxygen was not as readily available as in the case

of gaseous oxygen.

A number of runs were made with RDX-E (the smaller particles)

mixed with AP. Several equivalence ratios were tested but, as in the

earlier tests, no detonation was observed.
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Figure 20a. Wave Mach Number and Pressure, 83%, RDX.A + --

17% Ammonium Perchlorate, 100%1 Air, 1340 gm/rn,

* 84, Driver Pressure 119. 3 psia.
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Figure 21. Computed and Measured Detonation Velocities and

Pressures for RDX-A/AP (83/17) in Air.
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4. Detonation of Aged RDX

The RDX dust was retested eleven months after the above tests were

completed, which was 20 months after the arrival of the dust. The retested

results remained the same for RDX-A. However, there were significant

changes for RDX-E. The latest tests of RDX-E showed a higher wave

Mach number (7.0) and pressure ratio (50) whereas the earlier runs of new

RDX-E dust reached a wave Mach number of 4. 8 and pressure ratio of

2. 2 near the end of the shock tube. Figure 22 shows the time-distance

trajectories of some of the new and old RDX-E dust runs. The dried dust

showed a faster but decaying wave pattern whereas the undried dust showed

a slower but steadier or somewhat accelerating wave pattern. None of them

had achieved C-J condition. It appeared that these waves were undergoing

a transition period. The streak schlieren photograph is shown in Fig. 23a.

It is interesting to notice that the ignition delay or induction zone is hardly

visible and combustion occurred almost immediately behind the shock wave.

Further behind the shock wave, some wave patterns seem to be moving

faster than and toward the front shock wave. The mechanism of this

peculiar phenomenon is not well understood . It is suspected that chemical

and physical changes as well as the decay of plastic coating may have

occurred to the RDX dust after a long storage period. Electron micrographs

of the aged dust were taken and are shown in Fig. 23b. A definite difference

can be seen. The surface of the aged dust appears to be more rough, pre-

sumably due to the decay of the plastic coating.

5. Ignition of Liquid/ Dust Drops

I.I
An interesting variation of a dust detonation, which could be called a

three-phase detonation, is that wherein a combustible dust is mixed with a

liquid fuel. The detonation of this combination in a gaseous oxidizer could

r., be called a three-phase detonation. In recognition of the fact that the
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shock wave ignition process is a key part of such a heterogeneous

detonation, an experimental effort was initiated on that facet.

For these studies a single droplet was suspended on a needle in the

test section. The driven section of the tube was filled with oxygen and the

driver gas was helium. Rupture of the diaphragm allowed a strong shock

wave to propagate through the driver section and over the drop. The - -

resultant interaction was monitored by streak photography.

Various dusts were mixed with liquid decane; these included

RDX-E, AP, and Alz 0
3* In all the dust liquid mixtures, a small amount

(3-5% by weight of the decane) of cabosil (SiO 2 ) was added, which helped to

achieve a homogeneous dust particle suspension in the liquid drops and to

increase the viscosity and surface tension of the droplets. Streak schlieren

photographs were taken to investigate the droplet shattering and ignition

processes. Some typical results are shown in Fig. 24. Figure 24a is a

decane droplet and Fig. 24b is an RDX/decane droplet, consisting of

40/ 60 (by weight) mixture of RDX- E and decane, respectively. Each

droplet is 3000 ±m in diameter and exposed to a shock wave of M 3. 5

in one atm.of oxygen. Both photographs show similar structures. The

aerodynamic force on the droplet behind the shock wave causes the droplet

to break up. The breakup process is mainly determined by the surface

tension and size of the droplet as well as the dynamic pressure behind the

shock wave and is mildly influenced by the viscosity of the droplet. Following

the breakup, a wake (indicated by the growth of the dark region) is fornied

behind the drop. The acceleration of the disintegrating droplet in the

shocked gas flow is indicated by the curvature of the droplet's leading edge

trajectory. A bow shock is formed in front of the leading edge. After a

delay of T , ignition (indicated by the bright burst of flame) occurs in-.. ~~ig' -.--

the wake region and the flame rapidly propagates upstream toward theb]
leading edge of the drop. The ignition delay Tg , and the flame speed

ig
are estimated to be 85 p sec and 1700 m/sec for the RDX/decane droplet.

These high flame speeds indicate that these fronts are really blast waves

driven by combustion. The ignition delays are relatively long as compared
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to most heterogeneous detonations. However, the shock wave Mach

number of 3. 5 is low compared to most detonation Mach numbers. The

stagnation temperature behind the bow shock wave is 1300 K for an

incident shock wave of M = 3. 5. It appears that this high temperature

causes some chemical reaction at the leading edge of the drop just behind

the bow shock wave. The luminosity, observable in both photographs, is

less distinct than the main ignition in the wake region. It is to be noted

that the wake ignition occurs significantly sooner when the dust is present.

The experimental runs were divided into several groups, depending on

the droplet size and dust content. The test results were compared with

each other and are reported in the following order:

1. 2000 ptm droplets

a. decane

b. decane/RDX

2. 3000 ptm droplets

a. decane

b. decane/ RDX

c. decane/ RDX/ AP

d. decane/ Al 0
2 3

1. 2000 4 m Droplets

a) Decane

The ignition tests of 2000 p4m decane droplets are shown in Fig. 25. The

-,ell defined burst type of ignition shown in Figure 24 was hardly observed

for the 2000 m decane droplet case. However, the streak schlieren photo-

graphs show that combustion does occur at the leading edge of the droplet,

as well as in the wake for sufficiently high Mach number. At the higher

Mach numbers, the faster disintegration and combustion of the droplet are

indicated by the quicker disappearance of the dark area, which is the

microspray.

b) Decane/ RDX

The ignition tests of 2000 pLm decane/ RDX (60/40) droplets are shown

in Fig. 26. By comparison with pure decane, Fig. 25, the breakup,
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M=38

M =3.64

M 3. 59

- - -~ - -- - __ M =3.42

Figure 25. Ignition of ZOO0pim Decane Droplet
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M 3.84

* M =3.77

M =3. 69

M =3.57

Figure 26. Ignition of 2000 4m Decane/ RDX (60/40) Droplet.
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acceleration and displacement of these two kinds of droplet are quite

similar. However, the effect of the RDX additive is to produce the burst

type of flames ignited in the wake region. The higher the Mach number,

the shorter the ignition delay. At higher Mach numbers, the luminosity

at the leading edge of the droplet is greater because of the higher

stagnation temperature and consequent ignition.

Z. 3000 pLm Droplets

a) Decane

Unlike the 2000 pLm decane droplets, the 3000 pLm decane droplets showed

clear ignition in the wake region for many of the runs (Fig. 27). Compared

with the 2000 m droplet, the larger droplet showed a wider wake and

slower acceleration, and is similar to the Z000 4m decane/RDX droplet in that

higher Mach number resulted in earlier combustion without the distinctive

wake explosion.

b) Decane/ RDX

The decane/ RDX droplets were tested at various RDX contents, 80/20,

60/40, and 50/ 50 in mass ratios. It is interesting to compare the ignition

delays of 2000 4m and 3000 pLm decane/ RDX (60/ 40) droplets as shown in

Figs. 26 and 28. The larger droplets showed smaller ignition delays, which

is surprising. Generally, in shock wave droplet ignition where no dust is

present, the aerodynamic breakup time of the droplet is nearly proportional

to the droplet diameter and the longer the breakup time the longer the

ignition delay. Ignition usually occurs in the wake region where the

microspray which was formed has mixed with the oxidizing gas. The

mechanism of three phase ignition, which evidently differs from the two-

phase case, may be strongly affected by the presence of the explosive

RDX dust in the decane microspray. Thus, it may be the RDX instead of

the decane that dominates the ignition. Now the larger drops (3000 pIm) .

breakup and accelerate at a lower rate than smaller drops and hence are

exposed to a hotter surrounding gas for a longer period of time. Therefore,
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M= 3. 77

M =3. 63

M =3. 56.. -

M =3.49

Figure 27. Ignition of 3000 I.1.m Decane Droplet
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M =3.85

M =3. 68

M =3. 55

M M3.44

Figure 28a. Ignition of 3000 pLm Decane/ RDX (60/40) Droplet.
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the larger drops with RDX content may absorb more heat and ignite

earlier. This is a similar mechanism to that encountered in RDX dust

detonation tests wherein the larger particle RDX-A had shorter ignition

delay.

The ignition delay versus reciprocal temperature (function of

shock Mach number) for RDX/ decane droplets with various RDX content

is shown in Fig. Z9. It is apparent that the presence of RDX extends the

range of ignition to lower values of temperature (or shock Mach number).

Higher RDX concentration apparently lowers the ignition time delay at the

lower temperatures but does not make much difference at the higher

temperatures.

c) Decane/RDX/AP

In further tests, AP particles, of diameter less than 50 lm, were

added to decane/ RDX in the mass ratio of 80/ 20/ 20. The comparison

of decane/ RDX/ AP with decane and decane/ RDX is shown in Fig. 30.

The addition of AP resulted in effects very similar to that for the addition

of RDX to decane, but it added to the magnitude of the change. Presumably

this would make such a mixture easier to detonate.

d) Decane/Al 0

2 3

Another facet of droplet ignition investigated was that wherein an

inert dust was added to the liquid. Aluminum oxide, Al 0 of size
2 3'

80 4m and less, was chosen as the dust. Streak schlieren photographs for

two different shock strengths are shown in Fig. 31. Figure 31a shows

at least three successive ignitions; some of the attendant blast waves can

also be observed. Figure 31b shows two or three ignition points, with

the last being of low luminosity and identified by the blast wave due to

the explosion of the unburned vapor trapped in the wake.
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(a) M 3.63

(b) M 3. 49

Figure 3 1. Ignition of Al~O 0 Decane (10/90) Droplet.
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A comparison of the ignition delay of decane with decane/ Al 2 0 3

is shown in Fig. 32. As seen,the inert appreciably reduces the delay time.

A further comparison with the AP case is shown in Fig. 33. Evidently

the inert dust yields shorter ignition delays at the higher temperatures

but the AP can extend ignition to lower temperatures.
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III. ANALYTICAL STUDIES

A. INTRODUCTION

The main problems associated with dust detonations, which are

essentially the same as for gaseous detonations, are:

1) The determinations of the steady-state propagation velocity and

the pressure, temperature, and impulse signature generated

by a steadily propagating wave.

2) The detonability of various dust air mixtures which, in the case

of direct initiation, translates to the minimum energy required

to detonate a dust-air mixture.

3) The lean and rich detonation limits which are closely related to

the detonability.

However, a number of additional phenomena must be taken into account in

dealing with dust detonations. Particularly for high dust loading, two

phase flow effects become extremely important within'the reaction zone.

The combustion of the dust particles is coupled to the convective flow

behind the leading shock of the detonation wave. The mechanism of dust

combustion is quite different from the burning of premixed gaseous fuel-

oxidizer mixtures, and relatively little dust particle reaction rate data is

available.

The analytical studies conducted in this program (shared, in part,

with another closely related program) have touched on all these problems

and have been described in references 2-5. These papers will not be

repeated in detail here; however, the relevance of these papers to the

problems of dust detonations described above is discussed below.

B. PROPAGATION AND STRUCTURE OF A STEADY-STATE DUST

DETONATION

For gaseous detonations with very thin reaction zone lengths, IR

that is reaction zone lengths which are small compared to the
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diameter in detonations propagating in a tube, the detonation velocity, D,

is essentially a thermodynamic property of the fuel oxidizer system and

can be computed independently of the reaction zone structure. For dust

detonations, which generally have long reaction zones because of the

slow rate of dust particle burning, this situation is no longer true so that

losses from the reaction zone to the tube or other surface bounding the

detonation can have a significant effect on the detonation velocity. This

problem is treated in reference 2 for the steady-state structure.

After the dust-air mixture passes through the leading shock front of

the detonation, the gas decelerates very rapidly while the dust particles,

when viewed in shock fixed coordinates continue to move at the detonation

velocity. The dust particles decelerate toward the gas velocity in a

relaxation region behind the shock. This two phase effect results in an

increase in both the gas pressure and temperature. Combustion of the dust

particles begins after a certain ignition delay period. The resultant heat

release causes an increase in temperature and a reduction in the static

pressure. Heat losses to the tube wall and friction can have substantial

effects on the propagation velocity D.

The formulation of the equations describing these phenomena is

presented in reference 2. Evaluation of the reaction rate parameters in

the model used for the combustion of the dust particles is the major source

of uncertainty in the calculations. In fact, comparison of the computed

reaction zone pressure profiles with measured pressure traces have been

used to estimate the rate constants.

An example of computed and measured reaction zone pressure is

shown in Fig. 34 for a wheat dust and air mixture. The ignition delay was
taken as 10 sec and the pressure rise in the relaxation zone behind the

shock is clearly visible. The reaction zone is an order of magnitude

greater than the induction zone. The particle combustion parameters were

chosen to provide the best possible agreement between theory and experiment.

Agreement is excellent up to about 200 sec after which the computed
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pressure drops off more rapidly than the measured pressure. Neglect

of volatile combustion in the burning model may be responsible for this

poor agreement in the late stages of the reaction.

Computed and measured detonation velocities are shown in Fig. 35

as a function of dust concentration and agreement is quite good. The

theory makes it possible to compute profiles of other flow properties and

to make parametric studies with minimal computing time. As an example,

Fig. 36a shows the variation of gas velocity U and particle velocity U
p

with time after passage of the leading shock front. It can be seen that the

particles decelerate very rapidly and that the gas accelerates due to

combustion heat release until the gas velocity exceeds the particle velocity.

The variation of temperature and density with distance behind the shock

is shown in Fig. 36b.

Detailed calculations of the structure of RDX dust detonations must

still be completed. The pressure traces of RDX dust detonations and the

results of the calculations in Ref. 5 suggest that the properties of wheat

and RDX dusts will be fairly similar. However, the significant result is

that a simple model of dust detonations, which can be used for extensive

parametric calculations and for the interpretation of experimental data,

has been developed.

C. IGNITION DELAY OF DUST PARTICLES BEHIND SHOCK WAVES

The ignition delay distance is a fundamental parameter which has a

major influence on the detonability of fuel-oxidizer mistures [ 6, 7] . The

ignition delay of individual dust particles has, therefore, been determined

in a shock tube as described in Refs. 3 and 8.

The theoretical calculations of ignition delay are based on the model

developed by Ural etal[8] . Particles are assumed to be spherical, and the

heart of the analysis is the calcuation of the unsteady temperature distribu-

tion within the sphere. Surface heat flux is determined by forced con-

vection due to the relative motion between the particle and the surrounding
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gas. The forced convection film coefficient depends upon the relative

Mach and Reynolds numbers of the particle so that the solution of the

heat conduction equation within the particle is coupled to the particle

trajectory during acceleration. Volatile burning does not seem to be

important during the short delay times characteristic of shock ignition,

so that only surface reactions on the particle surface or within the pores

for porous materials need to be considered. Ignition is taken to occur at

surface temperature runaway, but, as in all such calculations, the combustion

model chosen is a major source of uncertainty.

As an example of the results which have been obtained, computed and

measured ignition delays for RDX particles are shown in Fig. 37 and

agreement appears to be quite good. The computations completed as part

of this project indicate that the model of Ural et al [8] provides a reasonable

basis for computing particle ignition delays and thus provides a reasonable

method for exploring the effect of particle properties and combustion

characteristics upon the ignition process. As indicated in Ref. 3, the

model can also be used to develop estimates of the acceleration, heating,

and reaction times of the particle during ignition and to identify various

ignition regimes based on the relative magnitudes of these time scales.

Comparison of the characteristic times for particle surface heating

and for chemical reaction suggests that particle ignition occurs as soon

as the surface temperature exceeds a certain ignition temperature.

Particle ignition thus appears to be tied mainly to the thermal properties

and particle heating, and is only slightly dependent on the details of the

surface chemistry. This preliminary conclusion is borne out by the

ignition delay data which seems to be in a relatively narrow band on the

logarithmic plot of ignition delay vs. inverse temperature for a number

of different materials.
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D. UNSTEADY PROPAGATION OF DUST DETONATION DURING DIRECT

INITIATION

In direct initiation of detonation, a high explosive charge sets up a

blast wave which then propagates into the fuel oxidizer mixture. Initiation

occurs if the energy released by the high explosive exceeds a certain

critical level. During this process, the blast wave will decay to a certain

minimum Mach No. and will then re-accelerate to the Chapman-Jouguet

Mach number of the fuel-oxidizer mixture. This problem has been

discussed by Sichel [ 6 ] and by Bach et al [ 9 ] in the case of gaseous fuels

and by Mitrofanov et al [10] and Cherepanov [11] for spray detonations. -

Dust detonations have not been considered. The detailed development of

the structure of both dust and spray detonations behind a decaying blast

wave is explored in Ref. 5 using a nurerical code based on the Flux

Corrected Transport method, and will have a significanteffect upon the

initiation process.

The combustion model which has been used assumes that the particle

breakup is the rate limiting process, and that gas phase kinetics is instantan-

eous. The empirical constants of this model are chosen to fit experimental

values of the reaction zone length. By using different particle sizes and

materials it was possible to explore the wave development for a wide range

of reaction zone lengths. For small particles and short reaction zones, on

the order of 2 cm, transition to a wave with a structure similar to a gaseous

detonation occurred very rapidly; however, for 80 pim RDX particles with

a 13 cm reaction zone, the structure was quite different and included a plateau

in both the particle and gas velocity, as is evident in Fig. 38 (taken from

Ref. 5). Secondary shock waves originating within the reaction zone were

observed in the computations for materials with very long reaction zones.

The transition from blast wave to detonation behavior is evident from

Fig. 39, also taken from Ref. 5, which shows the variation of pressure

behind the leading shock with shock radius for various combustible mixtures.

Uncoupling between the combustion front and the leading shock was not
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Figure 38. The structure of the detonation wave at a shock radius o f 1. 5 rn

for 80 Lm RDX particles in air.
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observed here; evidently because the gas phase Arrhenius kinetics was

not taken into account. Comparison of the steady-state reaction zone

profiles shown in Fig. 36b and the structure computed from the transient

analysis (Fig. 38) shows that the reaction zone thicknesses in each case

are on the order of 10 to 15 cm. The variation of particle and gas

velocity from the steady-state analysis (Fig. 36a) and from the transient

analysis (Fig. 38) are also quite similar when the transient results are

converted to shock fixed coordinates. The transient results also show

that the gas velocity eventually overshoots the particle velocity.

The dynamic and static impulse generated during the unsteady

initiation period also has been determined and is reported in Ref. 4. The

impulses generated by RDX-air, decane-oxygen, wheat-air, and point

explosions for the same total energy have been compared. Figure 40,

taken from Ref. 4, shows the static impulse for RDX, decane, a point

explosion and a CJ detonation in a decane-oxygen mixture. It can be seen

that RDX produces a larger static impulse than the other mixtures considered.

However, since RDX has a low heating value, a much higher fuel-air

ratio is required for the same heat release as that generated by the other

mixtures. The dynamic impulse was found to closely depend on the detailed

structure of the reaction zone of the detonation front. A detailed discussion

of the impulse analysis is given in Ref. 4.

E. DISCUSSION OF ANALYTICAL RESULTS

The analytical studies described above have advanced the understanding

of the structure and propagation of detonations through RDX dust. Both

steady and unsteady propagation has been explored and the factors determin-

ing dust particle ignition delay have been investigated. A number of out-

standing problems still I-emain. A precise formulation of the Chapman-

Jouguet condition for steadily propagating dust detonations is still needed.

The role oi the gas phase kinetics of particle combustion in unsteady
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propagation and extinction must still be determined. Both experimental

and theoretical studies of the minimum initiation energies and the

detonability limits are still needed. However, the work completed so

far will provide the basis for the solution of these additional problems.
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IV. SUMMARY

The experimental resuilf presented in the foregoing have shown that

RDX dust, when dispersed in air is difficult to detonate, if it can be

detonated at all. With some oxygen enrichment (12% 0 88% air), large
21

RDX particles (150 pLm) were found to detonate but at lower velocities and

pressures than theoretically predicted. Small RDX particles (10 irm)

could not be detonated even with this enrichment. It is concluded that the

inertia of the large particles leads to a large relative velocity between

the particles and gas behind the lead shock with the attendant high stagnation

temperatures and rapid heating to ignition. Additions of the oxidizing dust,

ammonium perchlorate, to the RDX showed an increase in the detonability.

The increase in sensitivity was not as great as with increased gaseous

oxygen. The thin plastic coating on the RDX particles evidently had some

influence on the detonation characteristics. Tests on aged (20 months)

small particles showed greater sensitivity.

Many experiments were conducted on the shock wave ignition of liquid

d fuel drops with suspended dust. It was found that the parti,;es, whether

RD X, AP, or inert aluminum oxide, reduced the ignition time over that

of the liquid fuel (decane) alone. This would represent an increase in

sensitivity.

On the analytical side, a theoretical model was developed for the

ignition time delay of dust particles behind a shock wave. This model has

shown good agreement with experimental results. An approximate model

for the combustion rate of dust, derived in part from the experiments, was

used to give a prediction of the propagation rate and structure of a steady-

state dust detonation. Numerical calculations were made on the unsteady

propagation of a dust detonation when initiated by a blast wave.
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